Imaging metals in biology: balancing sensitivity, selectivity and spatial resolution Two chemists, a physicist and a biologist provide a comprehensive 'how to' tutorial of state-of-the-art approaches in imaging for investigating the fundamental roles metals play in life. Key learning points
Introduction
Metals are found in every cell. It is estimated that as many as a third of all proteins and half of all enzymes in the human proteome require metals for their structure or function. 1 These include the highly abundant s-block metals, such as magnesium and calcium, which are usually ionic and help maintain concentration gradients across cell membranes. Calcium is also a macromineral that forms the major chemical component of bone as hydroxyapatite. In terms of chemical activity, biologically relevant transition metals that can exist in more than one oxidation state play a number of significant roles, and within the metallome (the metal complement of a cell) they exist in a range of coordination environments that dictate reactivity and bioavailability. The propensity of transition metals to react is determined by the local redox environment and the nature of the ligands with which they interact, and these metals catalyse some of the most important, as well as analytically challenging reactions in the body. The bioinorganic chemistry of the cell influences the variety of roles that each metal ion can play. For example, iron-binding ligands affect oxidation and electronic spin states of the ion, and thereby the activity and reactivity. This determines whether an iron-binding biomolecule will be responsible for reactions involving oxygen transport and storage (e.g. haemoglobin); electron transfer (e.g. Fe/S clusters); or enzymatic conversion of small molecules (e.g. cytochromes). Weakly bound iron can also play a role in immune response through catalysis of reactive oxygen species production. Recently, it has been recognised that analysis must be sensitive to distinct metal pools, including tightly-bound metalloproteins and the more weakly-bound bioavailable, or labile, metal pool. 2 However, the function of metals is not simply bimodal; fine discrimination of metal coordination environments is needed to understand the function of metals in a biological system. Metals have heterogeneous distribution within organs and organelles (Fig. 1) . They are found in high concentrations within structures where their reactivity is most often used, particularly in organs with high metabolic activity, such as the brain. Within cells, metals are localised according to need, with mitochondria containing high levels of iron in Fe/S clusters and products of haem synthesis; the nucleus being rich in zinc finger proteins essential for gene transcription; and the Golgi apparatus being the major regulator of cellular copper levels through expression of copper-transporting ATPases.
The detrimental effects of metal deficiencies are testament to their essential role in health, but dysregulation or overload of metals is just as significant. In numerous chronic conditions, metal dyshomeostasis and resulting oxidative stress is a hallmark of disease. The redox-active metals iron and copper are strongly implicated due to their ability to participate in catalytic Fenton and Haber-Weiss chemistry: 
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Combining these reactions leads to redox cycling under normal physiological conditions, and indicates how these metals can contribute significantly to the cell's oxidative load:
The reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by these processes have cytotoxic effects because of their tendency to react with biomolecules, including lipids and DNA. 8-Hydroxyguanosine is perhaps the best-known biomarker of ROS activity and oxidative stress, with links to carcinogenicity and senescence. Both metalmediated ROS generation and the failure of antioxidant mechanisms (themselves often regulated by a metalloprotein such as copper and zinc-containing superoxide dismutase-1) are thought to play major upstream roles in disease pathogenesis. The chemical conditions and localisation of metals within the cell play a key role in controlling how potentially harmful reactions are minimised, and an altered chemical environment can result in increased radical production and resulting cell damage.
Given the diversity of metals at and below the micro scale, to better understand the roles of metals in physiology, we must be able to identify and determine the localisation of distinct metal coordination environments and oxidation states in addition to total metal levels. Visualising metal environments will improve understanding of how they impart key functions, and how these functions might be altered. While it is obvious why metal oxidation states and coordination environments in the cell must be tightly regulated, accurate and precise determination of these parameters is a challenge at the forefront of analytical technology. Constantly improving techniques and methods, from tomography of whole organisms to isotope tracing by mass spectrometry provide multiple windows into metal biology. Contemporary imaging retains metal distribution, which is often lost by less specific bulk assays, whilst also providing information on chemical specificity and flux.
Choice of imaging technology applied should be based on consideration of three key properties: sensitivity, where analytical limits of detection and quantification are low enough to reliably measure metals at biologically relevant levels; selectivity, where oxidation state, coordination environment and uptake dynamics (e.g. via isotope tracing) are considered; and spatial resolution, to co-localise metals with the smallest cellular structures (Fig. 2) . With consideration of these three aspects, this Tutorial Review discusses the current methods for the micro-and nano-scale imaging of metals in biology, detailing how an array of technology can provide complementary information on a system-wide level, based on the unique information each approach can provide.
State of the art: the best techniques available for metal imaging
Approaches to in situ imaging of metals in biological samples are diverse. Histochemical stains have been employed for over 100 years, including Perls Prussian blue and Turnbull's stain Fig. 1 Organelle-specific metal distribution in a eukaryotic cell. While biologically relevant metals occur ubiquitously throughout the cell, higher concentrations are found in certain organelles depending on their biological role. For example, metal ions associated with soluble proteins are found within the cytoplasm; iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters form constituents of the electron transport chain in mitochondria; and zinc finger motifs stabilise DNAtranscription factor interactions.
for non-haem iron, and Timm's sulfide silver stain for zinc. More recently, developments in mass spectrometry (MS); X-ray emission spectroscopy and metal-sensitive fluorescent molecules have given biologists access to a number of complementary analytical techniques. For a comprehensive review ranging from traditional histochemistry to state-of-the-art analytical technologies, including a selection of their biological applications to 2009, see the review by McRae et al. 4 In this Tutorial Review, we consider imaging techniques that currently offer the best achievable levels of sensitivity, selectivity and spatial resolution. Each method has its own advantages and limitations, such as quantitative capacity, sample preservation and accessibility, with no one technique being optimal for satisfying our three defined key properties for metal imaging. In fact, sensitivity and spatial resolution are somewhat intertwined, as absolute detection limits are defined by the amount of analyte being samples, which decreased proportional to the area being sampled (see eqn (4) in Section 2.1.1 for an example).
Imaging technologies can be grouped into three categories: those that use mass spectrometric detection; those that measure the characteristic emission or absorption of electromagnetic radiation; and those requiring exogenously applied metal-selective probes. The method of sample preparation and introduction to the analytical device, the characteristic analyte chemistry, and how that specific information is detected differs for each group. These imaging approaches should be considered complementary to one another, and not either in competition or in isolation. It should be noted that specific attention is paid here to mass spectrometry (MS), X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) and fluorescent probes, in accordance with their predominance in the literature.
Mass spectrometry (MS) imaging
The field of mass spectrometry recently celebrated its centenary, and continues to be one of the most diverse and dynamic fields Fig. 2 Relationship between specificity, spatial resolution and sensitivity in metal imaging. Specificity refers to the ability to define a metal's chemical species, be it oxidation state or association with a specific protein. Additionally, isotope-tracing experiments (shown here as iron-54) can be used to follow movement of a specific metal throughout a system. Spatial resolution determines the scale at which imaging can be achieved, from organ to cell to organelle. Sensitivity refers not only to the ability to determine metal concentration, but also the ability to quantify the chemical states that constitute total metal levels.
in analytical chemistry. The ability to precisely control and manipulate the motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field and a vacuum has provided a multitude of advances in the biosciences, and much biological research relies heavily on access to mass spectrometry equipment. The variety of available mass spectrometers all operate on a similar principle: the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of an ionised particle can be used to accurately identify a specific chemical in a complex mixture. Variation of both sample introduction method and the physics and geometry of the detector provides a range of designs that cover a wide mass range. For example, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is ideal for measuring metal ions with low mass, whilst high resolution time-offlight MS are used for identification of high mass biomolecules. The unique capability of MS-based metal detection relative to all other methods is the capacity to resolve various isotopes of the one element. This facilitates studies of dynamics, where addition of stable enriched isotopes and assessment of deviation from the natural isotopic abundance ratio of the analyte can be used to profile metal kinetics.
Historically, MS techniques have been used to determine the identities and concentrations of chemical species in samples without spatial information. The most sensitive MS techniques (employing multiple mass separations or tandem MS technology) can detect species at attogram levels, with mass accuracies approaching 0.0001 atomic mass units (amu). In order to study biological systems and to image the heterogeneity of metal and metal-associated biomolecule distribution, a long-term challenge was to enable collection of spatial information, whilst retaining sensitivity and mass resolution. The spatial distribution of biomolecules by MS was first achieved using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) in the early 1990s, and imaging MS has now expanded to encompass metals.
2.1.1 Laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). The first example of using MS to image metal distribution in a biological sample was reported in 1994 by Wang et al. 5 who used laser ablation (LA) ICP-MS to visualise strontium : calcium in fish scales at a spatial resolution of 30 mm. Laser ablation employs high-energy focused lasers, typically either solidstate neodymium:yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) or gaseous excited dimer (excimer) designs, which emit in the ultra-violet range. These lasers ablate small particles of a solid sample that are then carried by a gas to an ICP-MS for metal-specific detection (see the recent review by Pozebon et al. 6 for an overview of techniques and selected applications). LA-ICP-MS has low detection limits capable of measuring to the mid-nanogram per gram range. 4 Although highly sensitive, spatial resolution has not dramatically improved in the two decades following Wang's initial paper in 1994; 1 mm is the current finest imaging resolution achievable. 7 Further improvements to resolution must overcome technical limitations regarding the transport of the ablated particles to the ICP-MS and subsequent detection by a suitably sensitive mass analyser. Quadrupole (Q) ICP-MS are the most sensitive, but are limited by sequential data acquisition; TOF-MS designs overcome this at the expense of sensitivity. As alluded to, sensitivity is dependent on the amount of material available to be analysed in a single measurement. Assuming that an ablation crater formed by a laser in a thin tissue section is a perfect cylinder, the volume (V), and thereby amount of ablated material is directly proportional to the square of the beam radius (r):
Consider a 5.0 mm thick section of biological tissue with a known density of 1.0 mg mm À3 and an average iron concentration of 20 mg g
À1
. Ablation with a 5.0 mm diameter beam produces 2.0 fg of iron, whereas a 1.0 mm beam produces just 79 ag. Transport of this material to the ICP-MS via an inherently inefficient process (in that only a small fraction of ablated material reaches the MS detector) remains the most significant barrier to LA-ICP-MS approaching the spatial resolution of emission counterparts (see Section 2.2). Thus, decreasing beam diameter yields diminishing returns with respect to spatial resolution. Detlef Günther's group remain the world-leaders in ablation cell design; their most recent 'tube cell' 8 provides the highly efficient sample transport necessary for 2.1.3 Targeted mass spectrometry imaging. While SIMS has excellent spatial resolution and LA-ICP-MS is highly sensitive, neither can differentiate redox states. The unique capability of MS-based metal imaging is isotope specificity, which can be employed to profile metal uptake and turnover. Isotopically enriched materials can be used to study metal metabolism, whether to monitor the kinetics of metal uptake or location of accumulation in specific cells or tissues (Fig. 3) . LA-ICP-MS has been used for high precision isotope ratio measurements in the geosciences for several decades, made possible by coupling lasers to multi-collector (MC) sector field ICP-MS systems with the necessary sub-0.5% precision required for ratiometric dating. However, this level of precision may not be necessary in the biosciences, where controlled exposure of an organism to near-100% enriched materials can produce measurable deviations from natural isotopic abundance ratios detectable by sequential mass analysers, like the more common ICP-Q-MS design. For example, LA-ICP-Q-MS imaging experiments could detect changes in mouse brains injected with enriched zinc-67 and zinc-70. 9 With this approach, differential uptake of an enriched isotope can be localised to an area as small as 100 mm 2 with a MC-ICP-MS, or 1 mm 2 using a ICP-Q-MS.
With minimal sample handling and appropriate sample storage protocols (see Section 5.1), MS-based imaging provides sensitive, quantitative and spatial information that is highly complementary to other imaging approaches. In addition, the potential of stable isotope tracing for studying specific metal uptake and redistribution is a unique feature of MS-based detection that is not achievable by alternative methods.
X-ray fluorescence methods
When an atom is bombarded with high-energy ionising radiation, electrons are ejected, leaving inner-shell vacancies. In the process of electronic relaxation, outer-shell electrons transition to fill these vacancies and in doing so emit X-rays whose energy is determined by the atom's unique electronic energy levels, and intensity of which is proportional to the element concentration. The emitted X-ray fluorescence spectrum provides highly specific quantitative information about the elemental species that are ionised by the incident radiation. In this manner, focused incident beams and highly sensitive detectors can be used to map the distribution of multiple elements in a single scan, at high spatial resolution and with high sensitivity. Several imaging techniques take advantage of these characteristic fluorescence, distinguished by the type of incident radiation used ( Fig. 4 ): X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) uses an X-ray beam; electron-probe energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) uses electrons, usually within a scanning electron microscope (SEM); and micro-particle-induced X-ray emission (mPIXE) uses charged atoms, usually protons.
2.2.1 X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM). Hard X-rays with photon energy greater than 8-10 keV can penetrate into Cu value depending on the rate of uptake and turnover. Longitudinally designed imaging experiments (such as those described for monitoring zinc kinetics in the rate brain by Urgast et al. 9 ) may reveal differential movement of metals over time, and can be used to profile the kinetics of metal uptake and redistribution in a specific organ or structural region. biological tissue, and provide projection imaging of element distribution up to approximately 100 mm sample thickness at resolutions reaching below 100 nm. XFM provides a quantitative and highly sensitive probe for metals in biological systems, with absolute detection limits reaching the attogram scale (10 À18 g) in a single pixel. It can be used to map multiple elements in a single raster scan, and accesses most of the periodic table heavier than silicon. XFM is usually referred to as non-destructive, in that it does relatively minor damage to cells and tissues (see Section 5.2 for a more detailed discussion). With extended penetration and depth of field, it can be used to study intact biological specimens. A detailed overview of current X-ray fluorescence imaging in biology can be found in a recent review by Pushie et al. 11 Recent developments in XFM technology have primarily focused on sensitivity, spatial resolution, complementary structural alignment and higher dimensional techniques. The current achievable resolution for metal imaging in biological specimens via hard X-rays is 40 nm, and it seems likely to reach the 10 nm mark with the realisation of fourth-generation X-ray sources currently under construction. The projective nature of XFM imaging leaves some ambiguity. For example, does an observed elemental increase correspond to an increased concentration at fixed thickness, or an increased thickness at fixed concentration? Methods for correlating cellular structures with XFM imaging using fluorescent markers were recently reviewed by Roudeau et al. 12 Pre-treatment of cells with organelle-specific markers, such as MitoTracker s and ER-Trackert permits confocal microscopy prior to or after XFM, 13 although this approach requires considerable sample handling that may disrupt endogenous metal concentrations (see Section 5.1). While off-line correlative measurements are powerful, the use of two separate measurements necessitates external image alignment. Several approaches to measure specimen ultrastructure and metal distribution simultaneously have used differential phase contrast, Zernike phase contrast, Compton scatter contrast, and ptychographic coherent diffractive imaging (CDI; an approach using overlapping measurements to reduce ambiguities in interpretation of diffraction data). Of these, ptychographic CDI provides excellent ultrastructural imaging. A measurement of green algae used a ptychographic reconstruction to deconvolve XFM images of lower resolution to obtain a gain of approximately 2-3 times in elemental resolution. 14 However, whether ptychographic CDI provides sufficient sensitivity in biological tissue at optimum resolution, or whether optimised (and so no longer simultaneous) alternative correlative measurements are still required has yet to be evaluated. Determination of chemical speciation can be assessed through X-ray spectroscopy. For example, X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) provides specific information on chemical binding. For measurement of a XANES spectrum, the incident X-ray energy is varied over the elemental absorption edge of interest. Bound-bound electronic excitations, strongly influenced by bonding and coordination, result in characteristic structures in the absorption and fluorescence spectra. As XANES typically requires measurement of around 100 incident energies per spatial location, it is common to measure XANES at a single point only. 15 Examples of XANES imaging enabled by recent advances in detector technology are presented in Section 4.3.
Electron-probe energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
Scanning electron microscopes fitted with energy dispersive X-ray detectors are capable of performing correlative EDS. However, multiple scattering of the electron beam within the specimen degrades the excellent resolution typical of SEM. The low nm spatial resolution attainable by SEM is coarsened to the low mm range in samples with thicknesses typical of biological matrices. Inelastic electron interactions create a Bremsstrahlung (German for 'braking radiation') background that severely degrades heavy-element sensitivity within the SEM. EDS is therefore less sensitive than XFM and LA-ICP-MS, with detection limits tending towards high mg per g. 4 However, EDS is well-suited for cellular localisation of highly abundant light biologically relevant metals, such as sodium, potassium and iron. 16 2.2.3 Micro-particle induced X-ray emission (lPIXE). Microparticle induced X-ray emission (mPIXE) uses a proton beam generated by a particle accelerator. This impacts the sample in a vacuum with higher energy (2-4 MeV), stimulating X-ray emission. Compared to electrons used in EDS, the more massive incident protons greatly reduce Bremsstrahlung, improving sensitivity. High energy mPIXE, such as the ARRONAX cyclotron facility in France, uses protons accelerated up to 70 MeV to penetrate deeper into samples and favours the emission of the more energetic K over L X-rays, dramatically improving sensitivity for heavier elements. Correlative and simultaneous measurements of Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and transmission (also called scanning transmission ion microscopy; STIM) provide further contrast modalities with which to better characterise the elemental and physical makeup of a sample. The combined use of these three readouts of sample composition, thickness and elemental distribution makes mPIXE able to achieve a sensitivity as low as 1-10 mg per g. 4 Ideally, combining mPIXE, RBS and STIM data requires the sample thickness and density to be known.
Metal-selective sensors
In recent years, a number of key advances in microscope technology have permitted the use of metal-selective fluorescent probes. Extremely high lateral and axial resolution is achievable by the use of confocal microscopes with pinhole excitation. Live cell imaging is now routine using incubated stages. Confocal microscopes have reached sub-mm resolution, and three colours can be readily imaged simultaneously. Increasing numbers of laser excitation sources are ensuring greater choice in excitation wavelengths. Multiphoton microscopes enable very short wavelength excitation with minimal cellular damage by using two or more incident photons of lower energy to enable higher energy excitation. More recently, a number of protocols have been established to enhance information that can be gained, including fluorescence recovery experiments, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), lifetime imaging, and superresolution microscopy. 17 In addition, imaging cytometers are available, which combine the throughput of flow cytometry with the spatial resolution of microscopy.
Despite the great potential of sophisticated fluorescence imaging technologies, there are very few naturally fluorescent molecules within cells, particularly those with low energy excitation and emission wavelengths. Consequently, fluorescence imaging studies typically involve the use of exogenous fluorophores that can be employed to report on the system, giving information about the structure (such as the aforementioned MitoTracker s and ER-Trackert) or the chemistry of the cell (such as redox-specific sensors). Reporters can be designed to answer highly specific questions about the chemical environment of the cell, enabling great flexibility. Such reporters are interchangeably referred to as probes or sensors. The first metal-responsive fluorescent sensors were developed for zinc in the 1960s, but the field did not gain momentum until the 1980s, when fluorescent calcium sensors were first introduced. There is now a vast range of fluorescent metal sensors, as extensively reviewed elsewhere, 18 and these fall into two main categories. Genetically encoded fluorescent sensors are based on fluorescent proteins, and typically involve a metal-binding event that modulates the distance between two fluorescent proteins. Such systems have the advantage of being readily tuneable and targetable, but require integration into the genome of the target cells with plasmids encoding the protein. On the other hand, exogenous molecular probes based on organic compounds or inorganic complexes can be synthetically prepared and applied to cells via incubation. Fluorescent metal sensors of both classes typically operate by coordinating a metal to a specific receptor. As a result, the response will be sensitive to oxidation state (as different oxidation states of the same metal have vastly different preferred ligand sets) and to the metal ion concentration (related to the strength of binding). These sensors can also be sensitive to the coordination environment of the metal being probed. Fluorescent metal sensors may operate reversibly in equilibrium, or irreversibly ( Fig. 5a and b) . The reversibility is arguably one of the greatest advantages of fluorescent sensors, enabling the imaging of metal flux within living cells over time (see Section 4.4). More recently, reaction-based metal sensors are being widely applied. 19 In such a system the metal selectively catalyses a reaction of the sensor, eliciting change in fluorescence. Reaction-based probes are common for the detection of organic molecules, such as reactive oxygen species. While reaction-based sensors of metal ions cannot be used to monitor metal fluxes over time, they do have particular value in capturing transient changes in metal levels, or in sensing of very low metal concentrations that may lie below the detection limit of other direct imaging techniques. Both reversible and reaction-based metal sensors can elicit a number of different fluorescence responses according to changes in the emission intensity or wavelength (Fig. 5c-e) . Intensitybased probes are those in which the fluorescence emission of a single peak changes. Such a change may be a decrease in intensity (for a 'turn-off' probe), for which the absence of probe or the presence of analyte cannot be distinguished. Alternatively, in the presence of an analyte 'turn-on' probes increase in fluorescence intensity. 'Turn-on' data are easier to interpret, though all intensity-based probes are subject to interference from environmental effects, most notably probe concentration and pH. By far the most robust information can be gained from colour-based, or ratiometric, probes, in which the analyte induces differential changes in more than one emission peak. By measuring the ratio of peak intensities, other factors such as probe concentration no longer need to be considered. Ratiometric probes are most easily developed by tethering a metal-responsive to a metal-insensitive fluorophore serving as the control peak, but some elegant singlefluorophore ratiometric systems have also recently been reported. 20 Furthermore, metal binding may also alter emission lifetimes of fluorophores, and there is great potential for simultaneous measurement of fluorescence emission and lifetime in reporting on metal-binding events.
In the design and evaluation of metal-responsive fluorophores, a number of factors must be considered. The fluorescence output and any ratiometric changes must be measurable at the resolution of the microscope. Longer excitation and emission wavelengths, generally towards the red-infrared region, are preferable to minimise cellular damage upon excitation and to enable greater penetration of light through tissue. Furthermore, excitation peaks should lie close to commonly used monochromatic laser wavelengths. Metal-responsive fluorophores must, in both their binding and fluorescence response, be highly selective for the target metal and oxidation state, and the response should be minimally influenced by pH or ionic strength. For each metal sensor, the binding affinity should be assessed, as it must be tuned to the particular biological question being addressed. Fluorescent sensors with very weak binding affinities will only be able to bind to free or very weakly bound metal, while those with strong binding affinities may sequester metals that are tightly bound to proteins. The ability to tune binding affinities, and therefore provide sets of analogous probes of varying binding strengths, is highly advantageous in the study of metals in biology, presenting a more targeted approach for assessing specific biological conditions.
With fluorescent metal sensors in hand, many valuable observations can be made about the roles of redox-active metals in biology. Fluorescent metal probes are routinely applied to View Article Online biological systems, and detected using confocal microscopy and flow cytometry (sorting or counting of cells), although the overwhelming majority only examine exogenously-added metals, rather than detecting endogenous metal pools. 21 While most studies use cultured cells, sensors can also be applied to tissue slices. A consideration for the use of chemically fixed sections is to ensure that probes do not leak out of permeabilised cells. An important next step will be to establish clear and robust protocols for applying fluorescent metal sensors in studies of model organisms such as nematodes, zebrafish and small mammals. Recent reports of near-infrared emitting sensors have enabled sufficient tissue penetration for studies in mice. 22 Despite the promise of metal-responsive probes, there tends to be a disconnect between the chemists who develop these sensors and the metal biologists who apply them. Detailed biological studies have tended to use probes developed decades ago, which certainly do not represent contemporary advances fluorescent sensor chemistry. In order to harness the potential of the nextgeneration probes being developed, it is essential that there is more communication between those who make and those who use these tools. 21 
Protein-metal association: new approaches and new challenges
Metal ion function in biology is typically determined by the ligands to which it is bound. Thus, like alignment of metal images with cellular structures, there is also a need to identify spatial relationships between metals and the proteins with which they associate. This is possible by adapting existing immunohistochemical (IHC) protocols to replace traditional conjugated fluorophores with unique metal labels, making use of the sensitivity of MS-based techniques to specific isotopes and elements. Like immunofluorescence, this approach can be either 'direct', where the metal tag is chemically linked to a primary antibody; or 'indirect', using a labelled secondary antibody raised against the primary host. The MaxPar s reagent range (Fluidigm) uses isotopically-enriched rare earth elements (REEs) that can be conjugated to primary antibodies via a polymer that links with the immunoglobulin by maleimide-induced disulfide reduction. Pre-labelled antibodies can be purchased as part of application-specific panels, or alternatively primary antibodies may be labelled using REE pre-linked polymers, of which 34 different isotopes are currently available. These reagents have become available following the introduction of the CyTOF 'mass cytometry' system; an ICP time-of-flight (TOF)-MS design that is capable of simultaneously resolving up to 100 individual isotopes. Marketed as an alternative to fluorophorebased flow cytometry, primary antibody labelling using REEtagged antibodies and CyTOF detection is attractive. This approach avoids the significant crossover of emission spectra that restricts immunofluorescence protocols to 7 fluorescent reporters, and thereby antigens, that can be simultaneously visualised. Giesen et al. 7 recently used the aforementioned laser ablation 'tube cell' design (Section 2.1.1) coupled to a CyTOF to simultaneously image 34 antigens labelled with REE-tagged antibodies in a single experiment. The cell design and fast scanning capabilities of the TOF-MS produced images with a spatial resolution of 1 mm that were used to profile protein expression in human breast cancer samples. Similarly, imaging of 10 REE-tagged primary antibodies has also been achieved using the NanoSIMS 50L system with a 16 O À ion beam at a 200-300 nm resolution. 23 Compared to primary antibody labelling, indirect detection using secondary antibodies with metal tags restricts the numbers of antigens that can be multiplexed, limited by the speciesspecific Fab (antigen binding) regions to which the secondary antibody is sensitive. However, a secondary labelling approach is advantageous over primary antibody labelling for a more targeted approach. It is estimated that a single count detected by the CyTOF represents 25 000 atoms of an REE tag. The imaging method of Giesen et al. 7 (reflective of the current state-of-the-art with regard to laser ablation technology), therefore produced images with a limit of detection of 6 counts, or 150 000 atoms per pixel. A single REE-labelled primary antibody contains approximately 120-160 REE atoms, 25 thus a 1 mm 2 area must contain around 1,000 labelled primary antibodies to be detected. Alternatively, commercially available IgG/M secondary antibodies preabsorbed with gold nanoparticles can be used to visualise low concentrations of antigens less sensitive to REE-labelled primary antibodies. For instance, the number of gold atoms in a 10 nm diameter nanoparticle can be roughly estimated using:
where N is the number of gold atoms per nanoparticle, r is the bulk density of face-centred cubic gold (19.3 g cm À3 ), D is the particle diameter, M is the atomic mass of gold (197 g mol À1 )
and N A is Avogadro's constant. Each labelled secondary antibody therefore contains around 30 000 gold atoms. Thus, secondary labelling has the effect of amplifying signal intensity, which is further enhanced through binding of multiple labelled secondaries to each primary antibody. Larger (50 nm) gold nanoparticles have also been used to directly label human macrophages for LA-ICP-MS imaging, with confirmation that a single cell could hold over 3 Â 10 9 gold atoms with no loss of viability. 26 Nanoparticle labelling may be employed for sensitive analysis of biomolecules at low abundance, and possible correlative studies with endogenous metals. The major limitation of the CyTOF instrument is its inability to detect analytes below 80 amu (which nearly all biologically relevant elements fall) due to significant space-charge effects of the ion beam in the flight tube. Thus, co-localisation of endogenous metals with a specific protein requires the use of more traditional detection techniques, such as more sensitive quadrupole and sector-field ICP-MS designs combined with a more targeted approach that labels fewer antigens using secondary antibodies. Signal enhancement via reduction of metallic silver onto gold nanoparticle-labelled antibodies can be used to image co-localisation of endogenous metals with a specific protein target. 27 The luminescence properties of lanthanides, including europium, samarium and terbium are often used as secondary antibody tags for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA; a widely-used REE-tagged antibody system for quantitatively measuring proteins), and these could also be adapted for LA-ICP-MS and SIMS imaging. In order to monitor every aspect of metal metabolism, it is necessary to adopt a multiplexed imaging approach, in which multiple known proteins associated with a specific metal function can be visualised, as well as the endogenous metal itself. In Fig. 6 , we propose a dual-system approach, where detection of antibodies as either nanoparticle or REE-labelled reagents are used for profiling metabolic factors involved in cellular metal trafficking. Detection of labelled antibodies would be achieved using a CyTOF, and simultaneous online detection of endogenous metals performed via ICP-Q-MS. Like many applications of LA-ICP-MS, this concept is adapted from the geosciences, in this case described by Yuan et al., 24 who used a sector-field
MC-ICP-MS with online ICP-Q-MS to simultaneously determine uranium-lead isotopic ratios (with the MC-ICP-MS) and trace metal concentrations (with the ICP-Q-MS) in zircons.
Ablated material is split by a Y-piece leading to either instrument, mixed with an additional helium and argon makeup gas in a cyclonic aerosol homogeniser and fed into the respective plasma ion sources. To align images produced by each MS and correct for variation in image resolution as a factor of MS integration time, a landmark feature, or fiducial marker apparent in images obtained from both systems must be produced. Frick et al. 28 recently described the use of (Z
5
-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)-iridium(III)-dipyridophenazine; a DNA intercalator as a potential internal standard for quantitative IHC imaging using REE-labeled antibodies. Labeled with an iridium-193 isotope detected by each ICP-MS instrument, this DNA intercalator would provide a fiducial for image registration encompassing all tissue boundaries. Registration would then be a relatively simple task, regularly performed in several programing environments, including R, IDL, IgorPro or Python. For use as an internal standard, as suggested by Frick et al., the high spatial resolution achievable using the 'tube cell' design is in fact a limiting factor, as localisation of the intercalator to the nucleus would not provide the homogeneity required at o5 mm resolution. For high spatial resolution subcellular imaging by XFM, a similar approach used titanium oxide nanoparticles conjugated to DNA oligonucleotides to specifically mark cell nuclei and mitochondria and contrast with regional endogenous metal concentrations. 29 
Higher dimensionality: time, space and spectroscopy
The constant demand to obtain more information from metal imaging techniques have made sensitivity, spatial resolution and specificity the main drivers of emerging and improved analytical technology. Here we consider four major research directions that are impacted by improving technology: (i) scan speeds; (ii) three-dimensional (3D) imaging; (iii) imaging of the biological coordination environment; and (iv) assessing changing chemical conditions over time. 24 who used a similar experimental design for simultaneous isotopic measurement of uranium, lead and hafnium isotopes by MC-ICP-MS and trace elements by ICP-Q-MS in zircon samples. A UV laser (excimer or Nd:YAG) ablates a sample mounted in the fast-scanning tube design ablation cell described by Wang et al. 8 which uses a mixture of helium and argon to sweep material to a Y-piece. Here, the ablated material is equally directed towards two cyclonic aerosol homogenisers, using makeup helium and argon flows. Metals from antibody tags (m/z 4 80) are detected by the CyTOF, and endogenous metals are analysed using ICP-Q-MS. In post-processing, distribution of iridium from a labelled DNA intercalator as a marker of tissue boundaries measured using both systems is used to align images and co-localise protein markers with native metal concentrations. 
Reducing analysis time
A number of challenges can limit the speed at which an image is collected. For constant signal strength, reducing the time spent collecting data will merely limit the total collected signal. Instead, increases in acquisition speed must follow improvements in signal strength. The fundamental physics behind the identification and quantification of multiple elemental species (regardless of the mode of detection) often necessitates a scanning approach for imaging. The minimum per-step acquisition, or dwell time required for a measurement is always determined by a limitation in the fundamental performance of the probe, the specimen, and the detector. Signal strength is directly proportional to elemental concentration. Some detectors may also be limited by repetition speeds or data transfer and storage requirements. Specimen limitations may include mechanical limitations such as sputtering rates (e.g. SIMS); mass spectrometry and changes in incident energy scan rates (e.g. XANES); mechanical scanning speeds (e.g. the motion of a stage or sample mount); and electronic communication overheads (e.g. large datasets).
For example, until recently the rate of data acquisition in XFM was limited by detector electronics. With per-pixel dwell times of an order of 1 second, studies were limited to low-definition imaging: a 150 Â 150 pixel image required over 6.25 hours. Massively parallel hardware such as the Maia 384-detector array 30 have increased overall pixel collection rates by addressing detector sensitivity (through increased detector solid angle), detector count rates (through the use of parallel detector arrays) and detector overheads (by moving to an event-mode data acquisition). Fast, efficient detectors provide opportunity for higher-dimensional studies such as XANES imaging (mapping chemical speciation across an extended area, rather than at a small number of discrete locations as previously mentioned in Section 2.2.1) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) tomography (producing 2-and 3D volumetric reconstructions of elemental distribution). 31 Improved detector efficiency also improves the experimental throughput, with reduced acquisition time and reduced X-ray dose to the specimen, the benefits of which are discussed in Section 5.2.
Three-dimensional imaging and tomography
Two-dimensional projections depicting overlapping 3D structures may inevitably result in ambiguity in interpretation of discrete structures. XRF tomography (see de Jonge and Vogt 32 and the references therein) and 3D MS imaging overcomes this limitation and provide an opportunity to fully visualise the spatial distribution of metals in entire biological systems (Fig. 7) . For XRF tomography, resolution is limited by the tolerance of the specimen to high doses of radiation. With older generation detectors, tomography required a heavy time commitment; imaging of 10 elements at 400 nm 3 resolution in the marine diatom Cyclotella meneghiniania, requiring 240 kilopixels collected over 36 hours. 33 Conversely, more recent measurements have capitalised on the Maia to image 8 megapixels in 5 hours, reconstructing metal distribution in a whole Caenorhabditis elegans nematode. 34 Most technological challenges preventing the routine application of XRF tomography have been overcome in the past 5-10 years; the most significant remaining challenge is a fast and robust analytical method to correct the effects of re-absorption of X-ray fluorescence by the specimen. In lieu of a correction algorithm, the avoidance of self-absorption places a restriction on the size and composition of specimens that may be analysed; hydrated specimens must be narrower than around 50 mm in diameter to keep self-absorption below 10% for iron fluorescence and the wet-equivalent diameter increases by an order of magnitude in dehydrated specimens. The outlook of XRF tomography with next-generation light sources was recently explored in de Jonge et al.
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Three-dimensional metal imaging by mass spectrometry (particularly using LA-ICP-MS) uses serial sectioning and imaging through a specimen, and as such has its own unique challenges. Consecutive sections must be accurately registered, or aligned, to build a 3D representation. Unlike tomography, where the sample is rotated about a single axis, the changing sample morphology and minor changes of sample orientation on the slide mount requires a more comprehensive approach to alignment. Manual registration of consecutive sections is possible using custom-built software, 36 though this is prone to user bias. Simple affine (from the Latin affinis, meaning 'connected with') registration can reduce potential error when stacking consecutive sections with similar morphology (edge features, such as a comparatively narrow width or a uniform shape) is maintained along the z-axis. The development of registration methods that avoid user bias and can interpolate between sections with changing edge features is essential for the production of true 3D representations of metal distribution in biological systems. Regardless, using LA-ICP-MS has significant advantages, including the capacity to image much larger biological structures due to the negation of self-absorption issues; inherent high sensitivity; accessibility (i.e. not restricted by access to synchrotron light sources); and the potential for employing isotopetracing studies outlined in Section 2.1.3.
Imaging coordination environments
Chemical state is integral to biological function, and so accurate measurement of chemical state is also integral to understanding metal biochemistry. In theory, fluorescent probes should be able to be designed to discriminate between coordination environments, but this is yet to be realised for essential metals. In the X-ray imaging context, examination of XANES with comparison to known chemical standards enables classification of the chemical states of a metal. As mentioned previously, the necessity for XANES measurements of over 100 energies has prohibited application to imaging; investigations instead tend to take only multiple point samples following XFM imaging. While such measurements certainly provide unique insight, they can also be affected by an observer bias. For example the tendency to perform XANES on the most highly concentrated part of the specimen frequently overlooks the large, lower concentration parts of the sample that can represent the dominant chemical species. Capitalising on the high pixel acquisition rates of nextgeneration detectors, XANES imaging can now be used to map an entire region at each of a series of energies across an absorption edge, and the resulting hyperspectral image of XANES spectra can be interrogated using statistical techniques. By sampling a wide area, XANES imaging may determine spectral similarity and dominant components, free of potential observer bias. Such an approach identified distinct anatomical regions of changing iron chemistry in live, hydrated C. elegans as they aged. In this system, the intensity of iron edge transitions provided a means for quantifying the Fe(II) : Fe(III) ratio, and these showed a clear shift towards accumulation of Fe 2+ during senescence, which was further supported by assessment of the spatial distribution of pre-edge features (shown in Fig. 8 ). 38 Using this approach of XANES and XFM imaging to assess changing metal concentration and distribution moves further towards the pursuit of improved specificity, sensitivity and spatial resolution. . The raw data and fits are superimposed to emphasize the quality of the fits from which the centroid values were determined. The extracted pre-edge (circles) and Gaussian components of the fit (solid black lines) are shown for each ROI. Scale bar = 100 mm. Young animals were exposed to 6 MGy, and old animals exposed to 12 MGy. 
Novel imaging applications of fluorescent sensors
Confocal microscopy techniques provide access to a range of technologies that, whilst beyond the scope of this Tutorial Review, dramatically expand the capabilities of fluorescence sensors for studying cellular metal distribution in three dimensions, as well as over time. The review by Domailie et al. 39 provides an overview of how confocal microscopy has been applied to metal sensing. Since confocal microscopy enables high axial and lateral resolution without the need for sectioning, 3D images can be easily generated and are restricted only by the limited penetration of visible light through the tissue, much like self-absorption effects of thicker samples impeding XFM analyses. Additionally, advanced software tools, such as Amira (FEI) can be used to reconstruct multiple 3D images of fluorescence probes in complex cellular architectures, constructing a system-wide picture of metal distribution and chemical state.
Fluorescent probes and their compatibility with living cells provide the best opportunity to observe a response effect of a metal in real time. Combined with high-resolution confocal microscopy, metal-selective sensors offer a unique opportunity for temporal resolution; each fluorescence image can be acquired in seconds and the metal-probe binding equilibrium can be used to study changes in metal pools over time. Crucially, the capacity to measure flux of metals between the labile and protein-bound metal pools enables analysis of time as an additional dimension.
Observer effect: sample preparation and measurement disruption of metal chemistry
The delicate chemical balance in an organism is easily disturbed; be it by the post mortem interval, the conditions under which it is prepared for analysis, or the methods used to observe it. It is extremely difficult to be certain that the chemical environment within a cell is a true representation of normal physiology unless it can be assured the cell is functioning and alive, and even then some uncertainties remain. Each step of the analytical process, and even the sample type itself, contributes some degree of uncertainty. Whilst these effects may seem insignificant, they can compound and interfere with the desired analysis.
It is worthwhile taking a practical attitude to potential chemical disruption of a sample. Ultimately, this 'damage' must be defined as any alteration of the specimen that compromises the fidelity of the derived information. Therefore, the criteria for chemical disruption (i.e. damage) of a sample will depend on the information sought. There is no universal standard for this artefact; LA-ICP-MS, for instance, is destructive, but if the ablated regions do not overlap or cross-contaminate, then the approach may be free of damage artefacts within discrete regions of the sample. Alternately, extended exposure to ionising radiation might not exhibit visible damage, but may cause significant chemical disruption within the region analysed.
Sample preparation
The Achilles' heel of any experiment seeking to image elemental distribution is the prevailing uncertainty introduced by the frequently unavoidable steps required for sample preparation. Within the context of metal imaging, where highly energetic lasers, plasmas and beams of light hotter and brighter than the sun are used to stimulate often-miniscule events in thin cut sections, true in vivo measurements are not possible. Advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), such as T2* relaxation tomography may permit relative measurements of iron accumulation in situ, but it does not rival the techniques described here with regard to micro-and nanoscale imaging. Traditional light microscopy and metal-specific stains have been the clinical mainstay for assessing metal accumulation for over a century (a brief overview is included in the review by McRae et al. 4 ), though there is significant potential for post mortem and procedural artefacts during the extensive chemical preparation typically required. Recent refinements to these techniques, including a novel approach using in vivo perfusion of Perls and Turnbull's reagents that are specific to non-haem iron (see Meguro et al. 40 and the references therein) do, however, demonstrate that these established techniques still have a place in contemporary metal imaging alongside those discussed in this Tutorial Review. The many preparative techniques used for the IHC methods outlined in Section 3, as well as general sample preparation strategies employed in metal imaging experiments are potential sources of error or contamination. Frozen sectioning of tissue typically uses fixatives and cryoprotecting agents to preserve cellular structures and reduce cutting artefact, and these processes can have dramatic effects on tissue metal concentration. In whole mouse brains, a three-step fixation and cryoprotection protocol resulted in the near-total washout of Group I and II metals, as well as a 27-32% loss of total iron, copper and zinc levels. 41 It is unclear if this procedure is solely affecting total metal levels or also causes metal redistribution; LA-ICP-MS imaging of the mouse midbrain, which underwent the same three-step preparative process, showed no significant loss of iron content when compared to paired fresh frozen samples taken from the alternate hemisphere of the same animal. 27 Hackett et al. 42 convincingly demonstrated that cut brain sections left in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 12 hours leached amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, phosphates, proteins and Cl À and K + , the latter two assessed by mPIXE imaging.
Additionally, in contrast to the aforementioned loss of iron, copper and zinc following immersion of whole brains, these metals were shown to transfer from the fixative to the cut tissue section. There is no doubt, however, that exposure to fixatives like formalin should be approached with due caution because of the unpredictable effects they may have on not only metal concentration, but also the oxidation state of chemical species of interest.
Immunohistochemistry preparation protocols also introduce significant potential for either contamination or loss of elements, through cell permeabilisation, non-specific epitope blocking and prolonged immersion in solutions of antibodies. In light of the effects described by Hackett et al. 42 (though it is pertinent to mention that IHC protocols typically expose cut sections to paraformaldehyde for cell permeabilisation for less than 60 seconds), a detailed study on metal loss and/or redistribution in cut sections undergoing immunolabelling is necessary. A comparative study of cryogenically-fixed, lyophilised cells and samples prepared according to typical IHC protocols by XFM revealed significant loss of Group I and II metals (attributable to their high water solubility), and reduction in cellular manganese, copper and zinc (though surprisingly not iron) levels in the IHCprepared group. 12 Across all techniques capable of imaging tissue sections, dehydration of tissue prior to analysis can significantly change sample thickness and density. For example, the density of neurological tissue decreased by more than 75% prior to mPIXE imaging. 43 The influence this has on subcellular metal distribution is not clear, although preservation of calcium (which exists primarily as free Ca
2+
) was maintained, at least at a 2 mm image resolution of neurological tissue. 43 
Measurement effects
The effect of the analytical technique on metal chemistry and concentration is another consideration that should, but is not always, adequately considered. As opposed to sample preparation steps, which are often common across multiple analytical methods, measurement effects must be considered in the context of the technique itself.
For destructive techniques, such as LA-ICP-MS, mitigating potential measurement effects primarily requires that robust quantification strategies are in place: the physical transport of ablated material from a biological matrix through transport lines, into an 8000 K plasma and from atmospheric pressure to a near-vacuum introduces significant potential for analytical bias and error. For a comprehensive guide to quantification strategies see the review by Hare et al. 44 Numerous novel approaches have been described, validated and implemented, though there is still much conjecture and disagreement regarding a truly universal calibration and quantification protocol. Matrix-matching of appropriate standard materials is perhaps more important in LA-ICP-MS than any other analytical technique for visualising metal distribution, working under the assumption that only a standard with a similar chemical matrix can provide accurate quantification of metal levels. Signal normalisation, as discussed in Section 3 within the context of IHC imaging, and here as a means to account for variable laser power output and sample transport efficiency has also been the subject of some debate. From the suitability of using endogenous isotopes such as carbon-13 to the deposition of samples on thin films containing exotic metals such as gold and ruthenium, there are multiple approaches available. An important question regarding experimental design across all techniques that measure total metal levels is the significance of analytical accuracy when comparing metals between experimental groups. Metal levels in biology are heavily dependent on numerous environmental factors, and a 'standard model' of metal concentrations in any biological system not only is impossible to define, but also is impractical. In this case, analytical precision is the more important factor, and thus an appropriate means to standardise measurements, be it simply by a single reference material, may often be sufficient to identify trends between experimental groups. For example, a pressed bone meal standard was combined with signal normalisation to calcium-43 to observe both inter-and intrasample variation in barium and strontium levels in teeth. By using a comparative matrix (both predominately hydroxyapatite), differences in barium levels between experimental groups of breast and formula fed infants could be discerned and translated into determining the length of time a Middle Palaeolithic juvenile Neanderthal was breastfed. 45 Techniques typically referred to as non-destructive, including EDS, XFM and mPIXE, may still result in chemical disruption resulting from the incident microprobe that is not visually apparent in the sample morphology. Subsequent analysis using microscopy to correlate metal images with structural features may be spurious if the primary analysis has caused measurement damage. All microprobe measurements obtain a greater statistical precision with increased exposure; however, at some level the effects of radiation damage outweigh these improvements, disrupting the very structure and chemistry that is under investigation. As a result, gains to the experimental efficiency are critically desired, as these improve signal without increasing radiation dose. Following our earlier definition of damage as any effect that compromises the fidelity of the derived information, we note that the criteria for damage are more stringent for studies that map chemistry compared to those that map elements. Additionally, the damage threshold for individual elements may be quite different, potentially due to the strength of ligands to which they are bound (according to the IrvingWilliams series) or the type of covalent bond formed (e.g. iron versus selenium). In XFM, including XRF tomography, only the position of the atoms needs to be maintained, so any preparation that is capable of fixing the atoms in their original locations is sufficient. In contrast, the requirements for XANES imaging include preservation of both position and chemical coordination. Hard X-ray exposure results in bond-breakage through photoionisation and thermalisation of high-energy photoelectrons within the specimen. Cryogenic (around 100 K) preservation of samples during analysis has been shown to allow exposure of up to 1.4 Â 10 9 Gy, though longer exposures produced structural 'beam burn' visible in ptychographic images. 14 The stability of chemical state has been maintained up to 10 9 -10 10 Gy, with validation via repeated, fast XANES scans. 46 Neutze et al. 47 proposed that the hard X-ray 'damage limit' for biological samples was 200 photons per Å 2 to ensure maintenance of the structural integrity of biomolecules. Although the principle of radiation damage in chemical systems has long been appreciated, we are yet to develop a clear picture of the relationship between radiation exposure, specimen presentation, and chemical damage, and it may be that detailed models of the probe-specimen interaction are required in order to appreciate the complexity of this issue. At present, however, simple measures of specimen integrity provide broad guidelines for exposure limits. Hard X-ray beams also cause hydrolysis of water, which itself can form reactive species that can impact the regional chemical environment. Cross-linked specimens are likely to be slightly more robust in this regard due to increased matrix density, and dehydrated specimens more so due to the absence of water as a mobile phase to facilitate redistribution of metals, or as a source of reactive species that disrupts redox chemistry. However, both dehydration and chemical cross-linking assumes an intrinsic level of specimen damage, with changes in morphology and metal composition apparent to a greater or lesser degree, depending on the detailed preparation methods. Frozen hydrated imaging appears to offer the 'best' (i.e. minimally disrupted) preparation and stabilisation method, though again should be considered on an application-specific basis. For example, XFM of total calcium, manganese, iron and zinc levels in live, hydrated C. elegans were compared with plunge-frozen and lyophilised samples, showing no significant difference in metal levels nor distribution observable at 2 mm spatial resolution, 48 although disruption effects have not yet been investigated at the subcellular level. The fact that C. elegans appear to be able to withstand significant radiation dosage and are amenable to imaging whilst anaesthetised would suggest that any potential artefact arising from sample preparation protocols may be minimised. An example of 2 mm imaging of several metals in live, hydrated C. elegans is shown in Fig. 9 . While initial impressions would suggest that SIMS would be destructive, as it uses a highly focused incident energy source to physically eject secondary particles, it in fact has little damaging effect, particularly when used in static mode, and may be amenable to subsequent visual analysis. Dispersion of the ion beam tends to only eject particles from the top 1% of the area of an analysed monolayer, leaving the remainder intact and relatively unaffected by the analytical process (see the review by Lombi et al. 49 which also discusses potential artefacts from several techniques used for imaging metals in plant materials). Once again, though meeting the needs for spatial resolution and, to some degree, specificity when one considers the range of small molecules beyond just metals that can be detected by SIMS, sensitivity is something of an issue, because the sputtering of the ion beam and surface ejection/ionisation process is not well understood. Ratiometric measurements and signal normalisation provide some alternatives for standardised measurements, but compared to XFM and LA-ICP-MS achievable detection limits are not well established and are highly element-specific. For fluorescent metal sensors, the prevailing question that is commonly addressed towards those who develop and use such compounds is that the introduction of a sensor itself can perturb metal homeostasis, particularly through alteration of metal oxidation state or by facilitating metal redistribution between organelles. In reality, highly sensitive probes tend to be used at sufficiently low concentrations (far lower than the pool they are sensing), so it is expected that any effect that they have will be negligible to the system as a whole. Nevertheless, it is essential that clear protocols be established for demonstrating the lack of effect (or otherwise) of a probe on the system; to date, some studies have measured the effect on total metal level (reviewed by Dean et al. 50 ), but a more comprehensive approach should certainly be a priority for chemists and biologists alike. The organelle-marking fluorescent dyes MitoTracker s and ER-Trackert both increased cellular iron and copper (though not calcium and zinc) in neuronal cultures measured by XFM, 13 though these dyes were used at a comparatively high concentration of 500 nM. Regardless, new probes used for metal sensing should be investigated for possible effects on total cellular metal levels. For now, the best approach is to couple the information gained from studies using fluorescent probes with that gained from complementary studies using other techniques.
A unified approach to profiling metal distribution
There is no one approach that adequately satisfies all requirements for true in vivo imaging of metals in their native state. This review has outlined how individual technology can provide information on an application-specific basis, from isotope tracing to track metal movement to XANES imaging for spatially profiling metal coordination environments. The future of visualising metal distribution and chemical state in cells will likely rely upon a unified approach that takes advantage of the numerous technologies available and subsequent advances as they become accessible.
In the last few years, several seminal papers have begun applying a complementary analytical approach to studying metal biology, with impressive results. Hong-Hermesdorf et al. 10 used fluorescent metal sensors and NanoSIMS to spatially pinpoint copper in specific structures of C. reinhardtii. Further characterisation through genetic manipulation, electron microscopy and point-XANES and extended X-ray absorption fine structure simulations categorically showed this green algae accumulated copper as Cu + within these structures, which were dynamic in response to zinc deficiency. A similar combination of imaging technology, in this case fluorescent sensors, electron microscopy, EDS, XFM and XRF tomography was used to study the formation and proliferation of zinc sparks in early fertilisation events in real time. 51 These are just two examples highlighting how specific advantages of individual techniques can be used in concert to provide a more system-wide assessment of metal biology, and are perhaps the best example of contemporary imaging that show the optimum balance of sensitivity, selectivity and spatial resolution. Designing a similarly cohesive imaging experiment requires significant planning, and should be approached on an applicationspecific basis. Fig. 10 shows a hypothetical workflow for imaging using each method described in this Tutorial Review, based on sample preparation steps, possible artefacts arising from the measurement process, and the type of information provided. While it is often impractical, or perhaps even impossible, to employ all imaging methods in a single experiment, the current suite of technology available means that, when developed in line with a measured and reasonable hypothesis, biologists do have at their disposal a very comprehensive arsenal of analytical techniques to address specific questions about metal biology, beyond simply determining where metals are located and at what concentrations.
Conclusions
Visualising metal distribution is key to elucidating the functions they play in both a healthy and diseased biological system. Just as measuring changes in total protein levels seems insufficient in the age of proteomics, measuring total metal levels provides only a small window into wider metallobiology, given our current understanding of the ubiquity of metals in the cell and the role their chaperoning proteins play in determining function. As repeated throughout this Tutorial Review, designing the ideal approach to imaging metals in a biological system is very much application-specific, in that the ideal balance of sensitivity, selectivity and spatial resolution (see Fig. 2 ) for a particular experiment is dependent on the required outcomes, the sample itself, and the techniques available. With these considerations in mind, contemporary analytical technology can be used in 
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sequence and parallel to design a cohesive and comprehensive experiment that is approaching the ideal for imaging metals in as close to their native state as possible, whilst also taking advantage of the diverse capability that each technique can offer. As is the case with the aforementioned need for improved communication between biologists using and chemists developing new fluorescent sensors, consultation with experts in each imaging discipline (e.g. synchrotron radiation and imaging mass spectrometry scientists) is essential. Establishing feasibility, practicality and sufficient access at the planning stage of an experiment is highly recommended, if not essential.
